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The completion of the human genome was followed by sequencing of the genomes of closely related primate species, such as the chimpanzee and the rhesus macaque. The motivation was simple: as the genome provided the blueprint of an organism, comparisons between the human genome and the genomes of non-human primates should reveal genomic features underlying the human phenotype.

One problem with this approach, however, is that a genome is not really a blueprint of a phenotype, but rather a well-scrambled message, in which functionally relevant sequences are lost in a sea of phenotypically neutral information. A seemingly straightforward way to identify functional sequences is to determine transcribed regions. This is not a simple task, however, as the transcriptome varies greatly across cell types and changes dramatically across an organism\'s lifespan. Thus, in the past decade, a large effort was put into annotating the human transcriptome, mainly by sequencing transcripts converted into cDNA libraries by conventional Sanger sequencing. As a result, it became clear that given enough sequencing coverage, almost any genomic sequence can be detected on the transcriptome level \[[@B1]\]. This is not entirely surprising, as human genes frequently contain long introns; moreover, RNA polymerase can generate spontaneous transcripts of no functional relevance. Still, this result indicated that dividing the genome into transcribed and non-transcribed parts to determine functionality was largely futile.

These cDNA sequencing projects also showed that the boundaries of most human genes, including transcription start and termination sites and the splicing patterns of internal exons, are rather fuzzy \[[@B2]-[@B6]\]. In addition, many of the identified transcripts and gene isoforms turned out to be rare. This does not, however, mean that they are functionally irrelevant, as such transcripts may have important roles in a limited number of cells in a tissue or at a specific stage of development. Further, many important regulators, such as transcription factors, are expressed at low levels. As a result, the current human transcriptome annotation represents a certain trade-off between confidence and comprehensiveness and contains transcripts identified with different degrees of confidence. The difficulty in compiling such an annotation is best illustrated by the differences that exist between RefSeq, Ensembl, the University of California Santa Cruz (UCSC) Genome Browser, the Vega Genome Browser and an integrated database of human genes and transcripts (H-Invitational Database): one finds an average overlap of 60 to 70% comparing any two of these annotation databases.

Another way to determine functionally relevant transcripts is to require that the expression of a given transcript is conserved across species. Alternatively, if one is interested in loci important for the human phenotype, one could identify regions with human-specific transcription profiles. However, the transcriptome annotation of non-human primates is basically non-existent and what is present is entirely based on mapping the human annotation to the respective primate genomes. As human transcriptome annotation itself is far from being comprehensive and the quality of the non-human primate genomes is far worse than the quality of the human genome, such mapping-based annotation is not problem-free. But, most importantly, even though this method might allow identification of transcripts present in humans and absent in the other primates, it does not allow identification of transcripts lost from the human lineage.

In this issue, Lucia Cavelier and colleagues \[[@B7]\] present a study that takes advantage of high-throughput sequencing technology to annotate genomic regions transcribed in the chimpanzee brain cortex and liver. High-throughput sequencing technology, introduced just a few years ago and increasing rapidly in its capacity, allows the sequencing of millions of short reads in a single run. In their study, Cavelier and colleagues \[[@B7]\] used the ABI/SOLiD sequencing platform to generate over 500 million reads of length 35 and 50 nucleotides from poly(A)^+^RNA expressed in brain and liver tissue from two chimpanzees. Mapping the obtained sequences to the chimpanzee genome enabled them to identify transcribed regions independently of the existing annotation. Consequently, they found that only about a third of the obtained reads mapped to known chimpanzee exons. This proportion is much lower than that found in human RNA sequencing studies, reflecting the poor quality of the chimpanzee genome annotation. Importantly, they were able to identify in the order of 350 genomic regions that are highly transcribed in the chimpanzee genome but completely absent in the current human genome assembly. Using the rhesus macaque genome as an outgroup, they found that approximately half of these regions were lost from the human lineage. In addition to these transcribed regions of as-yet unknown function, Cavelier and colleagues \[[@B7]\] identified several novel gene isoforms not annotated in humans and a putative novel gene from the ATP-cassette-transporter family that is conserved between chimpanzee and mouse but lost from the human lineage.

These findings \[[@B7]\] add weight to the \'less is more\' hypothesis of human evolution, postulating that some of the human-specific features have evolved not through acquisition of novel genetic elements, but through functional loss of previously existing ones. This study from Cavelier and colleagues \[[@B7]\] clearly shows that human-specific loss of transcribed regions is not limited to annotated protein-coding genes, but is common among intergenic transcripts and non-coding RNA. This finding is in good agreement with previous studies of the human and chimpanzee brain transcriptomes carried out using tiling arrays \[[@B8]\], high-throughput sequencing of expressed tags \[[@B9]\] and high-throughput sequencing of the complete transcriptomes \[[@B10]\], which all indicate that a large proportion of human-specific transcription gain and loss originates in as-yet unannotated genomic regions. Thus, the current task is to reveal functional properties of these novel transcripts, if they exist.

Importantly, the study \[[@B7]\] draws attention to the poor state of genome annotation in non-human primates. In humans, the use of high-throughput sequencing technology in transcriptome studies has already revealed much greater variability of the gene transcript isoforms than previously appreciated \[[@B2],[@B3]\]. In non-human primates, such as chimpanzees and rhesus macaques, both the known genome sequence information and, particularly, the genome annotations are in a far worse state than those of humans. The study of Cavelier and colleagues \[[@B7]\] clearly illustrates that careful characterization of human and non-human primate transcriptomes can uncover large numbers of genetic and transcriptional changes specific to humans. Some of these changes will be responsible for the evolution of human-specific features, such as adaptation to a cooked, highly nutritious diet and unique social and cognitive abilities. Finding genetic elements underlying these uniquely human features is important not only for our understanding of human evolution, but also for prevention of their dysfunctions that may result in metabolic and cognitive disorders.

The recent advances in high-throughput sequencing methodology provide us with powerful tools with which to characterize complete transcriptomes in multiple tissues and cell types across primate species, resulting in the comprehensive identification of the transcriptome features specific to humans. The work of Cavelier and colleagues \[[@B7]\] is the first brave step in this direction.
